Quad Proves Most Popular Of Residence Project Choices

By JUDY APPRECIATION

Approximately 100 students have applied for each of the 30 residence项目, bringing the total number of residents reserved for the four new residence projects to 120. The eight Quad projects consist of the 19720 and four other residence projects in the Quad. Four of the Quad projects were instituted this year - five new residence projects will join the University catalog of residence alternatives in the fall.

But none of the new projects in the Quad series, Autumn Tower, Hills House, or Stouffer College House, which will provide 160 additional dormitory beds, will be ready for occupancy this fall.

Penn People Who Like Trains May Get a Kick Out of the museum and library in the Penn Museum's Children's Center.

North Vietnam Opens Rocket Attack On Cambodian Capital

By United Press International (UPI)

North Vietnamese forces launched a rocket attack on the Cambodian capital, Phnom Penh, today.

Almost 500 rounds were fired into Phnom Penh airport, and guards there said 20 of its buildings were damaged.

About 200 wooden homes ignited on the southern outskirts of the city, and the dead and wounded, many of them civilians, began to stream into the hospital as dawn broke on the flaming destruction.

First of a two-part series on the selection process used in a undergraduate admissions.

Undergrad Admissions: A Quiet Revolution in Procedure

Seely Strives For More Personalized Selection Process
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Poison Control May Help Save Western Lands

By Chat Blakeman

The ecological case, the study showed, was clear: predators are often spread indiscriminately over game trails. Often the kill is taken by smaller males who in turn are preyed on by the predator. In this manner, not only the rodents but also the predators are killed. Controls at the Museum at the Philadelphia Zoo, such species closer to extinction.

"Infractions involving wild or upland areas," the report stated, "presents two obvious and recognized threats to reintroduction animals that share the range as a natural habitat. The unexpected threat is itself a matter of public safety. The species, threat, however, is

The ecological case, the study showed, was clear: predators are often spread indiscriminately over game trails. Often the kill is taken by smaller males who in turn are preyed on by the predator. In this manner, not only the rodents but also the predators are killed. Controls at the Museum at the Philadelphia Zoo, some species closer to extinction.

"Infractions involving wild or upland areas," the report stated, "presents two obvious and recognized threats to reintroduction animals that share the range as a natural habitat. The unexpected threat is itself a matter of public safety. The species, threat, however, is...
ITT Cites Another Memo To Refute Anderson's Charges

A spokesman for the Justice Department said he could not confirm or deny Anderson's charge, and aides to members of the Judiciary Committee said they could not add any information. "It's not related to an offer to help underwrite the GOP national convention being held in July in Chicago, said the spokesman, asked to name four Republicans who have been wholly my responsibility. If this is the case, I will remove my name from the list of those five."

Photos for Applications

WASHINGTON - ITT said today to abandon its plan to provide a "genuine" memo by lob-berist Dita Beard to support its claim that settlement of federal antitrust suit, which it did in an abortive draft board suit filed by Sen. George M. McGovern and former Sen. Eugene McCarthy. Muskie* thought that the settlement was a result of the Republican convention meeting this year in San Diego. However, it was not related to an offer to help underwrite the GOP national convention being held in July in Chicago, said the spokesman, asked to name four Republicans who have been wholly my responsibility. If this is the case, I will remove my name from the list of those five.

The hearings opened Friday and were not expected to resume before the ITT offered no explanation of how it found the memo. As written by Mrs. Beard and made no mention of anything but want to be a company official that the firm had destroyed all internal records which might prove embarrassing to it.

Black Advising Program

Interviews Today

Please check your mail or our office, 117 Logan Hall for your appointment time.

HILLEL CLASSES STILL ACCEPTING PARTICIPANTS:

Judaism and Conscientious Objection Wed. 4:30 p.m. at Hillel Hassidic Judaism as a Lifestyle Wed. 6:30 p.m. at Hillel Israeli Dancing Wed. 7:30 p.m. at Hillel EVERYONE'S INVITED TO JOIN US
Individualized Admissions

(Continued from page 1)

applicants endorsed by judges, political figures, important alumni, and other persons closely identified with the welfare of the University. 

- With the McGill report as a guide, the Admissions Office selects faculty members to consider applications and is considering whether students might also read applications and sit on the slate committee. High school guidance counselors are "lightened" by the offices and admissions materials, Seely said.

- The admissions dean also maintained that he wanted the office to retain major control over the selection process.

- The Admissions Office itself, most members are fairly young, and a youthful, reformist spirit pervades the group. A strong dedication to college is also evidenced by the fact that in spite of rumors, the Admissions Office has never entered the capacities of the family who works in the admissions office.

- Seely commented that the faculty committee is "openly" not to be interested in the results of the McGill report.

- One important procedural innovation in the appointment by faculty of faculty members to the slate committee.

- The McGill guidelines, although some procedural changes have been made with other projects, must be maintained as a guide to the Admissions Office.

Communists Attack Capital

(Continued from page 1)

Flames from burning buildings lit the predatory skins as rumor women worked to find the deed andjoined. Initial reports indicated many were wounded.

A total of three fireFive left near the capital's Ministry of National Defense and one small arms attack.

There were no immediate reports of casualties in the city, but the U.S. Embassy did not appear to have been hit.

The military situation in the northeastern province of Prey Veng and the southeast province of Kampong Thom was described as "serious" Monday that over 1400 University students failed to renew their Blue Cross insurance coverage for the second semester.

The large number of non-renewals to "misunderstanding or misinformation in the billing and collection procedures," Student Health Service Dr. Paul Schrode said upon those students to "immediately" re-register.

Cambodian casualties were put at six killed and at least five wounded, according to hospital authorities.
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Thanks for The Memories
By John W. L. Vermilye

THE MEMORIES

For several decades, I have been a fan and follower of the Villanova basketball team. Over the years, I have collected mementos of memorable games and moments. These memories include photographs, programs, newspaper clippings, and various other items. I have compiled a collection of these memories, and I am proud to share them with others. I hope you enjoy looking through these memories as much as I do.

Quakers Cop Third in Easterns As Yale Regents Swim

SUNSHINE OSBORNE
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Quakers Cop Third in Easterns As Yale Regents Swim

Sports

Penn Epeeman Garble Team Title As Fencers Finish Third in East

By DAVID CHANDLER

The memories of a team's past are etched indelibly on the memory. Two gives an idea of what happened in between. Certain moments are etched in stone.

CRUCIAL DIALOGUE

The story is about the 1974-75 Villanova basketball season. It was a season of ups and downs, filled with moments of triumph and tragedy. The team had experienced major losses, but they persevered and continued to fight. The memories of this season are still vivid in the minds of those who were there.
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